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PART I 
GENERAL
Chairman of the Authority:
P. J. LIDDELL, Esq., D.S.C., M.A., F.Z.S.
Vice-Chairman:
G. N. F. WINGATE, Esq., O.B.E., D.L.
Members of the Authority:
A. Appointed by Local Authorities under
Cumberland County Council 
J. 0 . Holliday, Esq., J.P.,
(a); W. Jackson, Esq.,
(b) W. E. Knipe, Esq.,
(c) M. P. Nilsson, Esq., M.B.E., J.P.
Major T. R. Riley,
E. H. Fleming Smith, Esq., T.D., J.P.,
F.R.I.C.S., F.L.A.S.
(d) A. E. Thompson, Esq.
J. Westoll, Esq., J.P., D.L.,
G. N. F. Wingate, Esq., O.B.E., D.L.,
Section 6(2) and 7 of the Act:
The Gale, Silloth, Cumberland. 
Greensyke, Houghton, Carlisle. 
“Ridgeways”, Loop Road South, 
Whitehaven, Cumberland.
“ Burcot”, 49, Newlands Lane, 
Workington, Cumberland.
Burbank House, Blencowe, Penrith, 
Cumberland.
Hawksdale Hall, Dalston, Carlisle.
Ship Launch Inn, Egremont, Cumberland. 
Dykeside, Longtown, Cumberland.
Bridge End House, Goat Road, 
Cockermouth, Cumberland.
(a) Appointed on the nomination of Border Rural District Council.
(b) Appointed on the nomination of Whitehaven Borough Council.
(c) Appointed on the nomination of Workington Borough Council.
(d) Appointed on the nomination of Ennerdale Rural District Council.
Westmorland County Council 
Capt. The Hon. A. G. Lowther, 
M.B.E., D.L.,
Whitbysteads, Askham, Penrith, 
Cumberland.
Carlisle County Borough Council
R. C. Hayhoe, Esq.,
J. F. Long, Esq.,
Capt. C. N. Matthews, M.B.E., J.P., 
D .L , (To May 1972)
W. S Bell, Esq.
(From July, 1972)
5 Etterby Lea Road, Carlisle. 
51, Upperby Road, Carlisle. 
Little Bank, Stanwix, Carlisle.
72, lightfoot Drive, Carlisle.
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B. Appointed by the Minister of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food:—
(i) under Section 6 (3) (a) -  Representing Land Drainage:—
T. R. Fetherstonhaugh, Esq., The College, Kirkoswald, Penrith,
Cumberland.
Major C. S. R. Graham, D.L., Crofthead, Longtown, Cumberland.
R(. K. Nicholson, Esq., B.A., Sleastonhow, Kirkby Thore, Penrith,
Cumberland.
(ii) under Section 6 (3) (b) -  Representing Fisheries:—
P. J. Liddell, Esq., D.S.C., M.A., Moorhouse Hall, Warwick-on Eden, 
F.Z.S., Carlisle.
W. McKenna, Esq., LL.B., The Exchange, Lonsdale St., Carlisle.
J. C. Wade, Esq., O.B.E., J.P. Hillcrest, Inkerman Terrace, Whitehaven,
Cumberland.
(iii) under Section 6 (3) (c) -  Representing Agriculture.—
W. M. Wannop, Esq., J.P., Linstock Castle, linstock, Carlisle.
C. Appointed by the Secretary of State, Department of the Environment:
(i) under Section 6 (3) (d) -  Representing Public Water Supply:-
R. L. Harrison, Esq., B.Sc., (Eng.) 2 Dawlish Avenue, Lynton Park, Cheadle
F.I.C.E., M.I.W.E., Hulme, Cheshire.
D. S. Henderson, Es<J., B.Sc., (Tech.) “ Crosby”, Egremont Road, Hensingham,
C. Eng., M.I.C.E., M.I.W.E., Whitehaven, Cumberland.
D. G. Milroy, Esq., M.Eng., F.I.C.E., Kingfields, 64 Langrigg Road, Morton, 
M.I.W.E., M.B.I.M., Carlisle.
(ii) under Section 6 (3) (e) -  Representing Industry other than Agriculture:—
W. B. Baker, Esq., “Windyridge”, Little Salkeld, Langwathby,
Penrith, Cumberland.
A. C. Halfpenny, Esq., “ Cartgate”, Hensingham, Whitehaven,
Cumberland.
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COMMITTEES
FINANCE AND GENERAL PURPOSES COMMITTEE
Chairman:
E. H. Fleming Smith, Esq. 
Vice-Chairman:
D. G. Milroy, Esq.
W. S. Bell, Esq.
(From July, 1972)
A. C. Halfpenny, Esq.
D. S. Henderson, Esq.
W. Jackson, Esq.
W. E. Knipe, Esq.
P. J. Liddell, Esq.
J. F. Long, Esq.
Capt. The Hon. A. G. Lowther
Gapt. C. N. Matthews 
(To May, 1972)
R. K. Nicholson, Esq. 
M. P. Nilsson, Esq. 
(From March, 1973) 
A. E. Thompson, Esq. 
J. C. Wade, Esq.
W. M. Wannop, Esq. 
G. N. F. Wingate, Esq.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and the Chairman of each Standing 
Committee (ex-officio).
WATER RESOURCES COMMITTEE
Chairman:
P. J. Liddell, Esq.
Vice-Chairman:
G. N. F. Wingate, Esq.
W. B. Baker, Esq.
W. S. Bell, Esq.
(From July, 1972) 
Major C. S. R. Graham 
A. C. Halfpenny, Esq. 
R. L. Harrison, Esq.
R. C. Hayhoe, Esq.
D. S. Henderson, Esq. 
W. Jackson, Esq.
W. E. Knipe, Esq.
Capt. C. N. Matthews 
(To May, 1972)
D. G. Milroy, Esq.
M. P. Nilsson, Esq.
Major T. R, Riley
E. H. Fleming Smith, Esq. 
J. C. Wade, Esq.
J. Westoll, Esq.
Co-opted Member:
W. A. Walker, Esq. Croft House, Elizabeth Street,
Workington, Cumberland.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and the Chairman of the Finance & 
General Purposes Committee (ex-officio).
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LAND DRAINAGE COMMITTEE
Chairman:
Capt. The Hon. A. G. Lowther.
Vice-Chairman: 
W. Jackson, Esq.
T. R. Fetherstonhaugh, Esq. 
Major C. S. R. Graham 
J. O. Holliday, Esq.
W. E. Knipe, Esq.
J. F. Long, Esq.
W. McKenna, Esq.
R. K. Nicholson, Esq. 
M. P. Nilsson, Esq.
W. M. Wannop, Esq.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and the Chairman of the Finance & 
General Purposes Committee (ex-officio).
FISHERIES AND WATER RECREATION COMMITTEE
Chairman:
J. C. Wade, Esq.
Vice-Chairman:
Capt. The Hon. A. G. Lowther.
W. B. Baker, Esq.
R. C. Hayhoe, Esq. (From July, 1972) 
J. O. Holliday, Esq.
P. J. Liddell, Esq.
Capl. C. N. Matthews (To May 1972)
W. McKenna, Esq.
R. K. Nicholson, Esq.
E. H. Fleming Smith, Esq. 
A. E. Thompson, Esq.
J. Westoll, Esq.
E. P. Ecroyd, Esq.
L. Heyworth, Esq.
W. F. Hobson, Esq.
Capt. J. G. Milne Home
E. B. Totty, Esq.
Co-opted Members:
Low House, Armathwaite, Carlisle. 
“ Roseneath”, Station Road, Brampton, 
Cumberland.
“ Hillside”, Lamplugh Road, Cocker- 
mouth, Cumberland.
Irvine House, Canonbie, Dumfriesshire. 
“ Craigmuir”,High Knott Road, Arnside, 
Via Carnforth, Lancs.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and the Chairman of the Finance & 
General Purposes Committee (ex-officio).
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POLLUTION COMMITTEE
Chairman:
W. Jackson, Esq.
Vice-Chairman: 
M. P. Nilsson, Esq.
W. B. Baker, Esq. W. McKenna, Esq.
T. R. Fetherstonhaugh, Esq. E. H. Flemming Smith, Esq.
R. C. Hayhoe, Esq. W. M. Wannop, Esq.
The Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Authority and.the Chairman of the Finance & 
General Purposes Committee (ex-officio).
Representatives on other bodies:
Association of River Authorities:
Major C. S. R. Graham 
P. J. Liddell, Esq.
Capt. The Hon. A. G. Lowther
E. B. Totty, Esq.
Cumberland Sea Fisheries Committee:
W. McKenna, Esq.
Water Activities Consultative Committee of the 
Northern Advisory Council for Sport and Recreation:
E. P. Ecroyd, Esq.
It is with deep regret that the Authority records the death on 6th May, 1972, of 
Capt. C. N. Matthews and wishes to  place on record an appreciation of his services to the 
Authority and former River Board. Capt. Matthews, who was one of the representatives of 
Carlisle Corporation, was a Member of the Board from 1951 to 1965 and a Member of the 
Authority from 1965 until his death. He served on the Finance and General Purposes 
Committees of the Board and the Authority from 1952 until his death and also served on 
the Eastern Divisional Committee of the River Board and on the Water Resources and 
Fisheries and Water Recreation Committees of the Authority. He had a keen interest in 
the work of the Board and the Authority and paid great attention to detail.
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PART II
PARTICULARS OF STAFF 
(as at 31st March, 1972)
1. CHIEF OFFICERS
Clerk and Chief Executive Officer 
Chief Engineer .......................
Chief Financial Officer ............
Chief Pollution Officer .............
Fishery Officer .......................
2. OTHER OFFICERS
RALPH BIRKETT, A.C.I.S.
C. T. MARSHALL, B.Sc., Ph.D., 
M.I.C.E., M.I.W.E.
R. THOMLINSON
H. J. SMITH, M.Inst., W.P.C.,
M.R.S.H.
N. MACKENZIE, F.Z.S.
GRADE
Clerk’s Department
1 Deputy Clerk .......................
1 Chief C le rk .................................
1 Inspector — Water Resources Act
2 Clerical Assistants.......................
*1 Senior Shorthand Typist............
*1 Shorthand T y p is t .......................
*1 Copy Typist/Clerk ............
* Jointly with Pollution Department.
Finance Department
1 Deputy Financial Officer ... Senior Officers’ 1 
1 Senior Accountancy Assistant ... A.P. 5 
1 Rating Officer and Income Assistant A.P. 5
Special Scale 
A  P. 4/5 
Technical 5 
Clerical 1
Shorthand Typists’ Senior Scale B 
Shorthand Typists’ (post vacant) 
Copy Typists’
1 Accountancy A ss is tan t....................
1 Cashier/Clerical Assistant ... <
1 Clerk/Typist ....................... i
1 Clerical Assistant ... ............. i
1 Junior Clerk ....................... <
Engineer’s Department
1 Deputy Engineer .......................
Water Resources Section
1 Chief Assistant Engineer 
1 Senior Assistant Engineer
1 Assistant Engineer ............
1 Assistant Engineer ............
1 Assistant Hydrologist ............
1 Technician .............
1 Technician .............
1 Records Clerk .............
A. P. 3 
Clerical II 
Clerical II 
Clerical I
Clerical I (post vacant) 
Special Scale
Principal Officers’ 1 
Senior Officers’ 1 
A.P. 4/5 Senior Officers’ 1 
A.P. 5 
A.P. 4/5 
Technical 4/5 
Technical 3/4 
Technical 1/2
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Design
1 Chief Assistant Engineer
1 Assistant Engineer ............
1 Surveyor .................................
1 T ech n ic ian .................................
1 Technical Assistant ............
2 Tracers .................................
Works Organisation
2 Divisional Engineers .............
T Technical Assistant .............
1 Clerk ... .................................
General
1 Clerical Assistant ... ............
1 Secretary .............
1 Clerk Typist .......................
Pollution Department
1 Deputy Pollution Officer 
1 Assistant Pollution Officer I 
1 Assistant Pollution Officer II ...
1 Senior Chemist .......................
1 Assistant Chemist I ............
1 Assistant Chemist II ............
1 Trainee Pollution Officer
Fisheries Department
1 Deputy Fishery Officer ............
1 Biologist .................................
1 Assistant Biologist ............
2 Fishery Inspectors ............
1 Typist/Clerk .......................
3. WATER BAILIFFS
2 Head Bailiffs .......................
10 Water Bailiffs (1 post vacant) ...
1 Trainee Water Bailiff ............
68 Honorary Bailiffs ............
4. LABOUR FORCE
4 Foremen
3 Fitters
50 Workmen
Office Addresses:
Department:
Clerk’s ........................
Pollution ...................................
Fisheries ...................................
Engineer’s .................................
Finance ........................
Principal Officers’ 1 
A.P. 4/5/Senior Officers’ 1 
Technical 4/5 
Technical 4/5 
Technical 4/5 
Technical 1
Senior Officers’ 1 
Technical 4/ 5 
Clerical 1
Qerical 2/3'
Senior Shorthand Typists’ A/B 
Qerical 1
Senior Officers’ 1 
A.P. 4/5 
Technical 3/4 
Senior Officers’ 1 
A.P. 4/5 
Technical 3/4 
Trainee Grade
Senior Officers’ 1 
A.P. 4/5 
A.P. 2 
A.P. 2/3
Senior Shorthand Typists’ A/B
Misc. 4-6 
Misc. 4-6 
Misc. 3 
Unpaid
... Chertsey Hill, London Road, Carlisle. 
... Chertsey Hill, London Road, Carlisle. 
... Chertsey Hill, London Road, Cariisle. 
... 256, London Road, Carlisle.
... 256, London Road, Carlisle.
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PART III
WATER RESOURCES
During the year the implementation o f the Hydrometric Scheme continued and the 
First Review o f the Scheme, prepared by the Authority, was being considered by the Water 
Resources Board.
The Consulting Engineers’ report on the Thirlmere scheme for the regulation o f the 
River Derwent was received and further detailed evaluation o f the scheme was authorised. 
In the meantime the requirements for water in West Cumberland have still not increased 
to the point where implementation o f the Bassenthwaite temporary scheme would become 
necessary.
The fieldwork in connection with the investigation o f the potential yield o f the 
Triassic Sandstones in South-West Cumberland was completed and various schemes for 
the development o f resources were considered in outline.
SECTION 2 -  PERIODICAL SURVEYS
The Authority’s first Periodical Survey o f water resources and demands was pub­
lished in Autumn 1970. The Survey included at Table 3.2.2. on page 53 details o f the 
quantities o f water supplied by the statutory water undertakings within the Authority’s 
ar^a up to 1969.
The following tables show the average rates o f supply by each o f the four water 
undertakings whose areas o f supply are mainly within the area o f the Authority, during 
the years 1970 to 1972. The rates are expressed in megalitres per day and also in millions 
o f gallons per day to facilitate comparison with the tables in the Survey.
The supplies available to each Undertaking are also shown.
SECTION 1 -  GENERAL REVIEW
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SECTION 3 -  HYDROMETRIC SCHEMES
(a) Implementation
Provision was made in the Estimates for a capital expenditure of £30,000 on 
hydrometric works. It had been intended to construct three new gauging stations, to carry 
out major improvements at three existing stations and to install additional meteorological 
equipment. However in May 1972 the Water Resources Board intimated that the amount 
of grant available would cover works to the value of only £15,000, and the programme 
was adjusted accordingly. Subsequently, the Board agreed to the reinstatement in the 
programme of the urgently required structural improvements at the Camerton gauging 
station on the River Derwent. The revised estimate of the capital expenditure on hydro*, 
metric works during the year thus became £17,665.
The approved works were new gauging stations on the St. John’s Beck at Thirlmere 
and on the River Ehen at Ennerdale together with the improvements at Camerton and the 
provision of additional meteorological instrumentation, mainly raingauges. With the except­
ion of the gauging station at Ennerdale, where work was seriously delayed by repeated 
flooding, these works were completed during the year.
The present hydrometric installations are summarised in the following paragraphs of 
this Section.
(b) River Flows
At the 31st March 1973, the following river flow recording stations were in operation.
River Location Grid Reference
Irt Galesyke NY 136038
Derwent Camerton NY 037305
Marron Ullock NY 074237
Cocker Southwaite Bridge NY 131218
Derwent Ouse Bridge NY 198321
Newlands Beck Braithwaite NY 240239
Derwent Portinscale NY 252239
Greta Low Briery NY 288242
St. John’s Beck Thirlmere NY 313195
Glenderamackin Threlkeld NY 323248
Eden Sheepmount, Carlisle NY 390571
Caldew Holm Hill NY 378467
Petteril Harraby Green NY 412544
Irthing Greenholme NY 487583
Eden Warwick Bridge NY 471567
Eamont Udford NY 575305
Lowther Eamont Bridge NY 525285
Eden Temple Sowerby NY 604283
Eden Kirkby Stephen NY 773097
Esk (Border) Netherby NY 390718
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With the exception of the River Marron station at Ullock, which is a shallow-vee 
weir, and the St. John’s Beck station at Thirlmere which is a compound ‘Crump’ weir, all 
stations are of the velocity — area type. All the stations are equipped with autographic 
and punched tape recorders.
There was a noticeable increase during the year in the growth of water weeds which 
necessitated more intensive maintenance than in previous years and also more current- 
meter gaugings were required to keep a check on the calibration of the stations. The staff 
were fully extended in coping with these problems.
(c) Lake Levels.
The lake level recording stations operative throughout the year were as follows
Lake Location Grid Reference
Wastwater Low Wood NY 145040
Derwentwater Fawe Park NY 255227
Bassenthwaite Lake Peel Wyke NY 207307
Ullswater Glenridding Pier NY 391169 
These records are supplemented by records kept by the respective statutory 
water undertakings at the following Lakes or Reservoirs:- 
Ennerdale, Crummock Water, Haweswater, Thirlmere.
(d) Rainfall
During the course of the year it was necessary to replace several raingauges which 
had been damaged by vandals, and some of the established daily observers were unable to 
continue their recording. Wherever possible alternative observers were obtained to replace 
the latter but it is becoming increasingly difficult to find sufficient volunteers for this ser­
vice. More reliance had to be placed on automatic rainfall recorders to overcome the lack 
of available observers and also to effect coverage at remote sites. A start was also made on 
the installation of ground level raingauges with the intention of 'establishing the relation­
ship of catch between standard and ground level gauges. These were sited at established 
standard raingauge sites.
The total network of raingauges, for which the Authority is responsible at the 31st 
March 1973 is listed below. This total is inclusive of all rainfall and special study instru­
ments. r
Type of Instruments No.
Monthly Standard Raingauges .............  18
Daily Standard Raingauges .............  84
Ground Level Raingauges .............  9
Warning/Interrogation Raingauges ............  4
Gauges Recording on Magnetic Tape ... 18
Dines Automatic Raingauges .............  1
Automatic Climate Stations ... 2
The figure of 18 Magnetic Tape Recorders is inclusive of the 4 gauges which have 
warning/interrogation facilities.
SECTION 4 -  INVESTIGATION OF WATER IN UNDERGROUND STRATA 
Groundwater Exploration o f  the Triassic Sandstones o f  South West Cumberland
The final phase of this investigation was undertaken during the year, two pro­
duction and one further observation boreholes were drilled and a joint pumping test was 
run. Results are being analysed and a report is under preparation by the Geological Section 
of the Water Resources Board.
SECTION 5 -  MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE FLOWS
The Authority has not submitted any draft statement under Section 19 of the 
Water Resources Act 1963.
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SECTION 6 -  RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK
(a) Coalburn Catchment Study
Work on this afforestation study has continued in conjunction with the Institute o f 
Hydrology and the Forestry Commission. The base period which recorded the run-off 
characteristics o f the natural undeveloped catchmerit was completed, and the area was 
drained and planted during the year. As expected marked changes occurred in the 
hydrology o f the catchment, run-off intensified, resulting in scour o f the drainage channels 
and accretion o f sand and fine silt in the main stream particularly in the approach channel, 
to the measuring weir. This sediment was measured by means o f the continuous sampler 
upstream o f the structure. During the year a bypass channel and control sluice were con­
structed at the weir to enable cleaning operations to be undertaken, and the silt resulting 
from the drainage o f the area will be periodically removed from the channel. There was no 
change in instrumentation, and the planting pattern o f the forest has been planned to 
accommodate the requirements o f  the long term study to be run in conjunction with the 
Forestry Commission during the growing cycle o f the forest.
(b ) Derwent Catchment Study
The various schemes for meeting increased demands for water in West Cumberland 
each include the supplementation o f low flows in the River Derwent, by releases from 
upstream storage, so as to support increased abstractions from the lower reaches o f the 
river whilst maintaining the required rates o f flow in the river below the abstraction points.
For the development o f techniques for the efficient operation o f such schemes it is 
necessary to study the response o f the catchment to rainfall as well as the routing o f reg­
ulation releases. For this purpose continuous records o f rainfall at selected points within 
the catchment are required and in view o f the volume o f data the record must be in a form 
suitable for automatic processing.
Following consultation with Meteorological Office and the Water Resources 
Board ten “ Epsylon”  automatic raingauges recording on magnetic tape were installed. 
The Board made a contribution o f 50 per cent o f the capital cost under Section 90 o f the 
Water Resources Act, and the Meteorological Office agreed to process the tapes.
A  “ Hydrocomp”  simulation model o f the catchment is to be constructed.
With the co-operation o f Manchester Corporation experimental releases have been 
made from Thirlmere reservoir in connection, with the study o f the routing o f such 
releases-.
SECTION 7 -  LICENCES 
(a) Abstraction licences.
Summary o f licences granted and licences revoked or ceased to have effect during 
the year.
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SECTION 8 -  CONSERVATION WORKS
(a) Bassenthwaite Temporary Scheme
This scheme, for which powers were obtained in March 1971, was described in the 
Annual Report for the year ending 31st March 1971. The scheme would provide a temp­
orary means of increasing the low flows in the lower Derwent, by pumping at the outlet 
of Bassenthwaite Lake, so as to support increased abstractions from the river at Working­
ton. The detailed design work has been completed to the stage where the scheme could be 
implemented within the period which would be required by an abstractor for the construct­
ion of associated works.
When the scheme was promoted it was anticipated that the relatively high rate of 
increase in the demand for water then occurring in West Cumberland would continue. 
However, this has not been the case, and it has not yet been necessary to construct the 
Bassenthwaite works.
(b) Water Resources in the North
The Consulting Engineers’ report on the Thirlmere scheme for the regulation of the • 
River Derwent, referred to in the Water Resources in the North report as the “Thirlmere/ 
Bassenthwaite Control Works and Workington. Tidal Sluice” project was received in 
September 1972. This report was considered by the Authority and by the Waterworks 
Committee of Manchester City Council and further consideration of the hydrological, 
administrative and financial implications of the scheme was authorised.
(c) Inter River Authority Transfers
In the last Annual Report, it was noted that discussions had been held with Man­
chester Corporation regarding their proposal to seek powers to construct an additional 
aqueduct from Haweswater Reservoir to Watchgate treatment works via Shap, and that 
an application for a licence in respect of the associated abstraction from Haweswater had 
been received.
This licence, together with a variation of the existing multiple licence covering the 
present abstractions from Thirlmere and Haweswater, was granted in May 1972, and in 
December officers of the Authority attended the Public Local Inquiry into the proposed 
Order. At the end of the period under review the Secretary of State’s decision on the 
Application for an Order was still awaited.
Variation of one Licence increased the authorised annual quantity under Industrial­
ists category by 8,720.
Variations to two Licences of Statutory Water Undertakers resulted in the following :-
(a) a decrease in the annual quantity by 9,760.
(b) an increase in the daily rate of abstraction by 10,000.
The following is a summary of quantities licensed for abstraction at 31st March, 1973.
SECTION 9 -  AGREEMENTS UNDER SECTION 81 AND ORDERS UNDER SECTION 
82
Section 81 — None 
Section 82 — None
SECTION 10 -  CHARGING SCHEME
For the year under review the standard unit charge was 0.38 new pence per thousand 
gallons, the actual rate of charge in respect of any individual abstraction being determined 
by the application of the appropriate factors.
SECTION 11 -  GENERAL REVIEW OF RAINFALL AND RIVER FLOW DURING 1972
(a) Rainfall
The total'rainfall 'in  1972 was only slightly below the long term average in most 
areas, with the exception of the Carlisle area which was rather drier. Although yearly 
totals indicate a near average year, 1972 contained one of the driest periods for some 
years. This drought, which lasted from mid August until the last week of October, was 
most severe in the northern part of the Authority’s area and also in the south-west around 
Wastwater.. In these areas it is considered likely that this drought was as severe as the one 
in 1959. August, September and October 1972 were the driest three consecutive months 
at Patterdale Hall , in the past twelve years of record. The situation over parts of the 
Authority’s area, however, \ was relieved by a heavy fall of rain on the 8th and 9th 
of October 1972. This amounted to 70 mm (2.76 in.) over the 48 hour period at Honister. 
The wettest months of the year were April, June and November.
The tables which follow show how the monthly rainfall totals recorded at selected 
stations in the Authority’s area compare with the monthly averages.
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R AIN FALL A T  SELECTED STATIONS, JANUARY -  DECEMBER 1972
RAIN FALL A T  SELECTED STATIONS, JANUARY -  DECEMBER 1972
(b) River Flow
The hydrographs which follow illustrate river levels and discharges for 1972 at 
three of the Authority’s gauging stations: Camerton on the River Derwent, Netherby on 
the River Esk and Warwick Bridge on'the River Eden.
River discharges for the three stations are also shown in the form of flow duration 
curves, which indicate the percentage of the year during which flows exceeded any given 
value. Curves for 1972 are drawn in solid lines and can be compared with those for the 
whole of the six year period 1967-72, drawn in broken lines, and the envelope curves 
(dotted) which illustrate the limits within which lie all points for any single year of the 
six.
Although the annual mean discharges at all three stations were very near the six 
year average, the flow duration curves indicate a prolonged period of low flows, the 
most severe experienced in the period 1967-72. All three curves for 1972, however, also 
show a period of higher than average flows, which tends to compensate for these very low 
flows.
18
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PART IV
SECTION 1 -  CAPITAL WORKS
(i) GRANT-AIDED IMPROVEMENT SCHEMES IN PROGRESS DURING THE YEAR
(a) RIVER WAVER PART III
As noted in the last Annual Report, work on this scheme was substantially com­
plete at 31st March 1972, but some restoration work was still to be done. There have 
been delays in reaching agreement on compensation payments resulting in the scheme 
remaining open at the end of the year under review.
The approved estimate was £21,956 and the anticipated total cost, including 
compensation, is approximately £23,000.
(b) RIVER EDEN FLOODBANKS, CARLISLE
This scheme for the protection from flooding of the Warwick Road area of Carlisle 
commenced in August 1971. The whole of the works, consisting of earth embankments 
and concrete and masonry walls, has been completed. Compensation payments have still to 
be settled.
The approved estimate was £58,130 and the expenditure to 31st March 1973 was 
£57,568.
(c) CARMOSS SOUGH
This small scheme on one of the recently “mained” arterial watercourses, consisted 
of deepening and regrading the channel to enable effective title drainage work to be 
carried out. Work began in September and was completed in November 1972 at a cost of 
£2,151. The approved estimate was £2,600.
(d) COCKERMOUTH FLOOD WARNING SCHEME
The installation of instrumentation was almost completed by 31st March. The ap­
proved estimate is £3,480 and the cost will be apportioned between the Land Drainage 
and Water Resources accounts.
(ii) FUTURE WORKS APPROVED IN PRINCIPLE
(a) RIVER EDEN, APPLEBY
A scheme for the alleviation of flooding at Appleby has been prepared. The prop­
osed work consists of re-grading the channel, which will necessitate the lowering of 
service mains and sewers, and the construction of lengths of embankments and concrete 
walls at a total estimated cost of £87,200. At the end of the period under review the 
question of an increased contribution from the Borough of Appleby towards the cost of 
the work was under discussion and a starting date for the scheme had not been determined.
(b) RUMBLING BRIDGE SOUGH
A scheme for the improvement of this watercourse at an estimated capital cost of 
£12,100 has been prepared. The scheme, which includes channel regrading and a small 
pumping station, has been submitted to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, 
with an application for grant-aid and approval is awaited. It is proposed to commence the 
work in June 1973 and complete it during the year.
(c) CUDDYARCH AND DALE SOUGHS
A comprehensive scheme for the improvement of these two “main river's” and two in­
ternal drainage watercourses (see Section 3-1) has been prepared to enable 521 acres ofbadly 
drained and water-logged land to be. improved. The estimated cost of the “main river” 
part of the scheme is £27,900 and it is proposed to commence the work in July. The 
improvement will be phased over three financial years.
LAND DRAINAGE
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(d) ROOK BECK
A scheme has been prepared for the improvement of this watercourse which will 
allow about 170 acres of badly drained land to be improved. The estimated cost is £7,580 
and subject to Ministry approval it is hoped to complete the scheme during 1973/74.
(e) RIVER EDEN FLOODWARNING SCHEME STAGE II
In order that earlier warning can be given of possible flooding in the urban area of 
Carlisle, it is proposed to install additional river level interrogation equipment at an 
estimated cost of £2,260.
(iii) FUTURE WORKS PROPOSED
Following consultations with officers of the Agricultural Development and Advisory 
Service (ADAS) of the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food, a number of schemes 
have been prepared for the improvement of arterial watercourses which may become 
“main river”. These are as follows:
Further schemes are in course of preparation and additional areas of badly drained 
land are to be investigated.
SECTION 2 -  MAINTENANCE
(i) NORTHERN DIVISION
Continual maintenance of the Rivers Waver and Wampool is essential for the 
efficient drainage of a large proportion of the Solway Plain. One dragline excavator 
worked throughout the year on the River Waver between Raby Cote and Lessonhall and 
another dragline worked similarly on the River Wampool between Whitrigg Marsh and 
Moorhouse. Bank mowing, repair of revetment, stoning and repair of slips, etc. was 
carried out on these rivers during the year.
A variety of work on other main- rivers in the Division, including bank mowing and 
weed cutting, repair of slips, re-sectioning, repair of revetment, renewing outfall doors 
etc., was carried out during the year, as well as the usual annual maintenance of the 
smaller “main rivers”. Two small tractor-mounted diggers, one dragline excavator, one 
hydraulic excavator, one hired hydraulic excavator, flail mowers and weed-sprayers were 
used for this work.
Following the high spring tides in January five sea-outfalls into Allonby Bay were- 
cleared by tractor shovel. The outfall structures and doors received attention as necessary.
The Land Drainage Committee agreed early in 1972 that the use of chemical herb­
icides for weed control in the channels and on the banks of watercourses should be kept to 
a minimum. The use of maleic hydrazide as a grass growth retarder and 2,4D and dalapon 
for controlling broad leafed weeds, twitch and reeds would, however, be allowed. The use 
of Aquacide, a diquat salt, on non-emergent weeds was to be discontinued. This policy 
was adhered to during the year but it was agreed that a proprietary form of dichlobenil 
in granular form, be used experimentally for the control of non-emergent weeds. The 
experiment was not completely successful, possibly because it was used too late in the 
season. It is proposed, however, to experiment further with this herbicide in 1973, 
applying it in April and May.
Two tractor mounted sprayers and one knapsack sprayer are used and the 
dichlobenil is distributed from special knap-sack type applicators.
(ii) SOUTHERN DIVISION
Only two dragline excavators were used during the year, one being transferred to 
the Northern Division in February. Large gravel accumulations were removed from the
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Upper, Derwent near Rosthwaite in June and extensive maintenance work was done on 
the. River Caldew near Linewath, and on Eskmeals and Millergill Becks.
A hired tractor shovel moved large gravel accumulations from Swindale Beck and 
from the River Eden at the confluence with that watercourse in September.
A hired hydraulic excavator was used towards the end of the year to assist with the 
maintenance of small watercourses in the Braithwaite area.
Two gangs were engaged on the construction of gauging stations and fish traps for 
much of the time.
SECTION 3 -  WORK IN INTERNAL DRAINAGE DISTRICTS ADMINISTERED BY 
THE AUTHORITY
1. WAVER AND WAMPOOL I.D.D.
A scheme for the improvement of Trodder Syke, which discharges into the estuary of 
tha River Wampool, and its tributary Calvo Sough, was approved for grant aid in Septem­
ber 1972 at an estimated cost of £12,520. The improvement will enable the efficient drain­
age of about 635 acres to be carried out.
Work commenced in November 1972 and the expenditure to 31st March 1973 was 
£2,299.
Approximately 66 miles of watercourses are usually maintained in this district but 
owing to increased costs and a delay in the introduction of a bonus scheme it was only 
possible to give attention to about 40 miles within the allocation of £8,500.
As mentioned in Section 1 (ii)(c) above a comprehensive scheme which was sub­
mitted to the Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food in March included the im­
provement of Wedholme and Lawrenceholme Soughs at an estimated cost of £6,636. 
Work on this improvement is not expected to commence until late 1974.
2. ALLONBY BAY AND RIVER ELLEN I.D.D.
The usual annual maintenance was carried out on the three miles of scheduled water­
courses within the district.
3. BRUNSTOCK BECK I.D.D.
Whitrigg Sough, the only scheduled watercourse in this district was cleaned as usual.
SECTION 4 -  FLOODS
Heavy rainfall in Borrowdale on 9th and 29th November caused flooding ofithe road 
for a short time near Rosthwaite and there was some flooding of houses at Mountain 
View. There was flooding of the road again on 11th and 13th December but houses were 
not affected.
Following heavy rain on 10/i 1th December a moderate flood occurred in the 
River Eden. Although this flood was the highest since that of March 1968 it only reached 
the toe of the recently completed Carlisle floodbanks and, although it was not necessary to 
issue a warning, it enabled the Carlisle flood warning system j to be tested during flood 
conditions.
SECTION 5 -  DRAINAGE CHARGES
The Authority has not levied a drainaige charge under the Land Drainage Act, 1961 
and the Agriculture (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act, 1968. Consideration was given to the 
matter in October, 1972 (in consequence of a previous deferment to that time) but it was 
decided to take no action.
SECTION 6 -  STATUTORY SCHEMES FOR INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARDS
A Scheme under Section 4(1) (b) of the Land Drainage Act, 1930 for the abolition 
of Brunstock Beck Internal Drainage District was confirmed by the Minister of Agriculture. 
Fisheries and Food. The “appointed day” for the purpose of the Scheme is 1st April 1973.
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The Authority made an Order under Section 24 of the Land Drainage Act, 1930 
to exempt from drainage rates after 31st March 1973 certain portions of land in the 
Waver and Wampool Internal Drainage District near Silloth. The Order was confirmed by 
the Minister.
The Authority also prepared a Scheme under Section 4(1 )(b) of the Land Drainage 
Act, 1930 to vary the boundary of the Waver and Wampool InternalDrainage District in the 
Silloth area. The Scheme will remove from the Drainage District those portions of land 
included in the Qrder made under Section 24 of the Act referred to above.
SECTION 7 -  WORK STUDY
The introduction of the pilot incentive bonus scheme referred to in the last Annual 
Report was delayed until September 1972. It was originally intended that a scheme cover­
ing all manual employees would be introduced in April 1973 subject to the results of the 
pilot scheme being satisfactory. The pilot scheme, however, confirmed the need for the det­
ermination of additional work values and it was decided to appoint a full-time Work 
Study Officer in the Chief Engineer’s Department as early as possible after the 1st April 
1973 with the intention of bringing all manual employees into the scheme as soon as 
practicable.
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PART V
FISHERIES
1. GENERAL REPORT ON SALMON, TROUT AND FRESHWATER FISHERIES
1. SALMON AND SEA TROUT
(a) River Eden District.
Angling Season:
Salmon .: 15th January to 14th October 
Sea Trout : 1st April to 14th October
The total of 508 salmon taken by rod and line this season shows a slight improve­
ment over last season’s figure of 430. Compared with last year the catches of salmon in 
February, April and May show a significant improvement but the catches in January, 
August and September are below last season’s monthly totals.
The salmon catches by nets and fixed engines this year was 1,289 a drop in number 
from the previous year and in fact the lowest total since 1954. The monthly totals show a 
very marked drop in May, June and August compared with previous years. This is almost 
certainly due to low water conditions which prevented fish moving up into the river.
The average weight of salmon taken by rod and line this year was 12.65 lb. and is 
an increase over the previous two years figures of 11.82 lb. and 11.39 lb. It is still never­
theless rather low compared with figures for the past twenty years. The average'weight of 
fish taken by nets and fixed engines also increased this year to 9.46 lb. the highest average 
weight since 1968.
Rivers remained above normal level until nearly the end of December, 1971 when 
they dropped to normal height. During early December spring fish were seen moving in 
the lower Eden below Carlisle and towards the end of the month spring fish were reported 
as far upstream as Eden Lacy.
The. levels of rivers remained low during the first week of January, 1972 but rose 
during the second week. Water conditions were good at the opening of the salmon season; 
seven salmon were reported taken on the opening day and four on the second day of'the 
season.
Rivers then rose to flood level and for the next week fishing was hampered by high 
water. However, odd fish were taken from the middle reaches from Wetheral to Arma- 
thwaite. A small number of fresh fish were observed moving into the lower reaches of the 
Eden on high water. Levels of the river remained on the high side until the end of Jan­
uary and although conditions were better, fishing was very quiet though one angler took 
four fish in one day at Wetheral.
Hard frost at the beginning of February pulled river levels down quickly for a few 
days, but with warmer weather they rose again and remained slightly above normal level 
until the end of March, with odd days of slightly higher water due to rain or melting snow.
Salmon fishing varied during March but was an improvement over the previous week 
or two. Wetheral fished well and produced good catches, 7 fish and 5 fish being reported 
taken on two days. Other stretches produced odd fish each day, noticeably in the Carlisle 
and Eden Lacy areas. Small numbers of salmon were reported coming into the lower 
reaches but these fish appeared to move straight through to above Armathwaite. Levels of 
rivers dropped in the middle of the month and remained low for nearly a week. With low 
water, salmon fishing fell off. Rivers rose again to flood level at the beginning of the third 
week of March and there was a good run of salmon into the Eden. These fish moved up­
stream straight away. Most fish were taken from the Armathwaite area though other 
reaphes fished quite well. Levels dropped quickly after this flood and rivers were low 
until the end of March when there was another flood. With low water conditions salmon 
fishing was quiet.
During the first week of April river levels fluctuated and fishing was affected by this. 
When conditions settled fishing picked up slightly on the middle reaches while the odd fish
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was taken from the Carlisle area. By the middle of April rivers were low, but the fishing 
in the Carlisle and Armathwaite areas continued to give some return to anglers. Low water 
levels persisted till nearly the end of April when they again rose, but quickly dropped 
again. With low water during the first week of May salmon fishing was slow. Conditions 
improved during the next week with several good rises of water but this did not improve 
the. fishing, though small numbers of salmon and sea trout moved into the lower Eden. 
Catches were restricted to odd fish from the lower and middle beats. Levels dropped 
during the next week and catches were confined to the Armathwaite and Kirkoswald 
areas where several good fish were grassed. Sea trout provided sport in the Carlisle area. 
Low water prevailed for nearly another week during which time few salmon were taken. 
During the last few days of May river levels rose, and remained high until the end of the 
month. The Eden was very dirty and this hampered salmon fishing though a few fish were 
taken from above Armathwaite Weir to Lazonby and from the Carlisle area.
Rivers were in flood at the beginning of June and were running fresh for the first 
half of the month. During this period salmon fishing was rather patchy. A few salmon 
were taken in the Carlisle area but the higher reaches, Kirkoswald and Lazonby, fished 
quite well; salmon with sea lice were being taken this high up river having run straight 
through. A small number of sea trout were taken from the lower Eden.
There was a further rise in fresh water in the middle of June, but conditions were 
rather unsettled and fishing was in the main poor during the third week of June, these 
conditions prevailed until the end of the month. A few salmon were taken from the 
middle reaches of the Eden but again the Lazonby and Kirkoswald beats tended to fish the 
best. A few sea trout were taken from the lower Eden and in the Carlisle area.
River levels continued to be high during the first week of July, and salmon fishing 
remained very slow. Sea trout catches in the lower Eden improved as more fish started 
moving in from the estuary. Over the next week river levels dropped and conditions 
became more settled. Salmon and sea trout began moving up in greater numbers from 
the'Solway and fishing in the Carlisle area picked up.
During the next week or so river levels continued to fall steadily. While good num­
bers of migratory fish had moved into the river on the fresh water the low water levels 
restricted fishing to small catches of sea trout in the lower Eden. There was a rise in tiver 
levels towards the end of July. This fresh water moved fish into the lower reaches and 
sport improved in the Carlisle area with sea trout and herling being grassed in fair numbers. 
Odd salmon were taken in the Carlisle and Lazonby areas.
For the first week of August river levels continued to be low. A few sea trout and 
herling were reported taken on the lower Eden but salmon fishing was at a standstill. 
During the second week of August river levels were high and unsettled. Fishing generally 
was poor though sea trout and herling together with the odd salmon gave sport in the ■ 
Carlisle area. This rise in water moved a lot of herling in from the estuary.
Over the next week river levels dropped and with settled conditions fishing improved, 
salmon, sea trout and herling being taken in fair numbers in the lower reaches of the 
Eden and odd salmon and sea trout were taken from most beats as far upstream as Kirk­
oswald.
River levels fell continuously from the middle of August and rivers were very low, 
and by the end of the month salmon fishing was at a standstill. Sea trout fishing at night 
however provided sport on the lower Eden and some good catches of herling were taken.
All rivers were low at the beginning of September and though rain on occasions put 
a little fresh water into the rivers it was insufficient to improve the situation and low 
water levels prevailed throughout the whole of the month. Fishing for salmon and sea 
trout was at a virtual standstill apart from the lower reaches of the Eden where some sea 
trout were taken in the Carlisle area.
Rivers were still low during the first week of October and while there was then a 
slight improvement it was insufficient to improve angling and the salmon season finished 
on a quiet note on the 14th October. Low water conditions prevailed until the 30th 
October, when levels rose for 48 hours and then quickly fell. This rise in water did little to
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move fish up from the lower reaches of the Eden below Cargo. It was, however, enoiigh to 
move fish from the lower Eamont up to Brougham Weir and the mouth of the Ritfer 
Lowther. There was more freshwater in the rivers during the latter half of the first week of 
November and by the 9th November all rivers were in flood. These conditions moved 
large numbers of salmon from the lower reaches of the Eden upstream and fish were seen 
moving over Armathwaite Weir and into the tributaries of the Eden between Lazonby 
and Temple Sowerby.
Salmon were also seen moving in large numbers over Brougham Weir into the upper 
Eamont and also into the Lowther. Fish were also seen moving in the lower reaches of the 
Irthing, Rivers remained high through the remainder of November. During the second 
half of the month salmon were found to be spawning in quite large numbers in the River 
Lowther, and fish were also seen moving onto the spawning grounds in the upper Eden 
area.
Rivers iremained high during the first three weeks or so of December, being partic­
ularly high on the 12th when the Eden was over its banks in.the lower reaches.
During the remainder of December river levels fell and by the end of the month 
rivers were at normal winter level. At this time fish were found to have completed 
spawning and most kelts had dropped back to the main river.
(b) River Esk (Border) District 
Angling Season:
Salmon : 1st February to 31st October.
Sea Trout : 1st April to 30th September
This year’s total of 76 salmon taken by rod and line from the Esk and tributaries in 
England is below last year’s figures of 102. This most probably reflects the low water con­
ditions that prevailed during August, September and most of October. Certainly the num­
ber of salmon taken this year in August particularly and also in September is well below 
the numbers usually taken in these months.
This year’s total is the lowest since 1953. The average weight of fish taken by rod 
and line increased to 10.83 lb. an increase in the average recorded over the last'Tour 
years.
The number pf salmon taken by the draft net this year is again very small but 
this is due to the fact that the net is not operated on a full time basis. The average 
weight of samon taken by the net shows a very marked increase again this year. This 
may be due to the fact that very few grilse were taken as is normally the case with nets.
Rivers were low during the first half of January, but then rose to flood level. Rivers 
rose and fell during the second half of January. In the third week of January fresh run 
fish were reported moving in the lower reaches of the Esk as far upstream as Willow 
Pool, though most fish appeared to be confined to the area below Longtown..
The salmon season opened on the 1st February but unfortunately conditions were 
far from good with thick ice covering parts of the Esk and River Liddel. Two fish were 
reported taken on the opening day. Warmer weather then set in and brought fresh water 
to the rivers and improved conditions. Fishing was, however, very slow and only six fish 
were reported taken in the first ten days of the season.
Rivers in the area were at flood level at the beginning of March and remained on 
the fresh side for the first fortnight. Salmon, fishing was, however, rather quiet with just 
the occasional fish being taken from the Esk and an odd fish or two from the Liddel. 
River levels dropped in the middle of the month and remained low for nearly a week. 
There was then a flood and water levels remained above average for several days. This 
freshwater brought a small run of salmon into the lower reaches of the Esk and a few fish 
were taken from the river below Longtown and Lyne Foot. River levels then fell until the 
end of March, when they rose again on the 29th. Fishing was very slow indeed. Up to the 
end of March there did not appear to be many salmon in the Esk or its tributaries.
During the first 10 days of April river levels fluctuated but fishing improved and 
fish were taken from Canonbie downstream. A few sea trout also began to enter the Esk
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on this rise of water. River levels then dropped and by the end of the third week of April 
were low. Salmon fishing was poor with just the odd fish taken. More sea trout moved 
into the Esk in spite of low water but the numbers seen were small. During the last week 
of the month river levels remained low. Salmon fishing was at a virtual standstill and sea 
trout fishing was very poor.
Conditions improved at the beginning of May when freshwater moved larger numbers 
of sea trout into the river. This improved the sea trout fishing and fish up to 3 lb. were 
reported taken from the Esk. The Lyne also fished quite well but the fish were reported 
to be smaller in size. River dropped during the next week but then rose again. This im- 
proved angling generally, salmon and sea trout were taken from the Esk, and sea trout 
from the lower reaches of the Lyne. Fish continued to be very scarce in the Liddel, 
though a few salmon had been seen in the Penton area. Low water conditions then 
prevailed for the next week to ten days. Fishing during this period was slow with 
just the odd sea trout taken from the Esk and 3 salmon from the Liddel. Conditions 
improved at the start of the last week of May and while water levels were unsettled fishing 
picked up with salmon being taken from the Esk and Liddel; sea trout fishing also showed 
a great improvement and during the week 12 salmon and approximately 60 sea trout were 
reported grassed.
Rivers in the area were at a good spinning height during the first week of June. 
Few fish were seen moving and catches were poor and limited to a few salmon and a 
small number of sea trout from the Esk and Liddel. For the next week levels fluctuated, 
and although a few migratory fish moved into the Esk, catches did not improve. River 
levels then rose over the next ten days to flood height and this heavy water took three or 
four days to drop. Catches improved in regard to sea trout but salmon fishing was still 
rather slow. In general the Liddel appeared to be fishing better than the Esk.
During the first week of July levels fell and the water cleared but then rose to flood 
height at the end of the week. This fresh water brought salmon and sea trout up from 
the lower reaches of the Esk and allowed them to move, upstream. The Liddel and Lyne 
fished quite well on the high water and the Esk also produced a number of sea trout. 
River levels fell steadily during the second week of July though salmon and sea trout were 
still seen moving into the lower reaches of the Esk. With more settled weather conditions, 
more fishermen were out on the rivers, especially at night, and sea trout catches began to 
improve. River levels continued to fall for the next ten days. With water levels well below 
normal day fishing came to a virtual standstill, but night fishing continued to give fair 
sport with sea trout. Conditions improved towards the end of July with a little fresh water 
in the rivers. This brought the first good runs of herling into the lower Esk and was also 
sufficient to allow the fish to move upstream. Water levels then fell and rivers were down 
to normal by the end of the month. With more sea trout and herling in the river, fishing 
improved as far as these species were concerned. Salmon fishing was poor, the main runs of 
grilse not having come into the river.
The first week of August saw river levels dropping, but in spite of this more sea trout 
and herling were moving into the Esk, and making their way upstream. Catches of sea 
trout during this period were good both on the Esk and the Liddel. Many anglers in fact 
were saying that they thought this year the runs of sea trout were the best for many years. 
Rivers rose at the beginning of the second week of August and remained so for the next 
week. This fresh water brought very good runs of sea trout and herling into the river and 
also the first of the main grilse runs. While these conditions lasted fishing on the Esk im­
proved and very good catches of sea trout and herling were reported taken together with 
moderate numbers of salmon from Netherby, The Clog, and Wilkins Pools. The liddel 
however, fished more slowly and fishing on the Lyne was in general limited to herling and 
a few sea trout.
From the middle of August the level of all the rivers in the area fell steadily and by 
the end of the month were very low indeed. With the falling water fishing fell off and was 
very slow.
River levels continued to fall and were low until the end of September. The sea trout
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season which finished at the end of September closed on a very quiet note, although one or 
two anglers were reported to have taken fair catches of herling during the closing days of 
the season. Salmon fishing was very poor as it had been for several weeks.
During the first week of October river levels remained low and there was no im­
provement in angling. Conditions, however, improved slightly during the second week 
when river levels rose by about 9 inches. This was sufficient to move the sea trout into 
the spawning areas and bring a few salmon into the lower part of the Esk, but, was not 
really enough’ to improve salmon fishing. After this fresh water, rivers quickly fell 
again to their previous low levels, and remained in this condition until the end of October.
On the 30th October, rivers in the area rose by about a foot and remained at this 
level for several days before dropping again. This rise in level was sufficient to bring 
many anglers out for the last two days fishing of the season and several salmon were 
reported grassed. The freshwater also moved more sea trout onto, the spawning beds. It 
also moved salmon into the Liddel and the higher reaches of the Esk. Previously these fish 
had been congregated in the lower reaches.
Though river levels dropped quickly at the beginning of November there were 
several periods of fresh water during the first half of November and by the middle of the 
month all rivers were in full flood. These conditions of high water prevailed generally for 
the remainder of November.
With fresh water in the rivers for most of the month salmon and sea trout were able 
to move freely upstream, also, late running fish were able to enter the River Esk and ascend 
to the higher reaches. By the last week of November sea trout spawning was at its peak and 
salmon spawning had got under way.
During November very large numbers of salmon were seen moving in the River 
Liddel and there were reports that this was the largest run of salmon seen in this river since 
the outbreak of U.D.N.
Rivers continued to run very high for the first three weeks of December, and by the 
middle of the month most salmon had spawned. Small runs of late fish were seen coming 
into the Esk during the first half of December and these soon made their way to the 
spawning areas. The last week of December saw rivers dropping and by the end of the 
month they were down to normal winter level. Salmon spawning was virtually complete 
by the end of December apart from a few late running fish.
(c) River Ellen District 
Angling Season:
Salmon 1 st April to 31 st October.
Sea Trout 3rd April to 31st October
This year’s total of salmon taken on rod and line was 11. This is a very marked re­
duction in the number of fish taken last year, 86, and for several years past. The drop in 
numbers this year is certainly due to the low water conditions which restricted the 
movement of fish into the river during August, September and most of October.
Migratory fish did not start moving into the river until the first week of June when 
the river was running fresh. This first run of fish was rather small and was made up of 
salmon and sea trout.
During the next week the level dropped and fish were seen in the lower parts of the 
river. Levels rose during the third week of June and more fish moved into the river. A 
small number of salmon were reported caught. During the last week of June levels fell 
and a few fish were reported taken.
There was a little fresh water in the river during the first week of July and a large 
number of sea trout entered the Ellen. During the second week of July the level fell and 
the river remained low until the end of the month when a little fresh water improved the 
conditions and brought small numbers of fish in. Levels then dropped during the first week 
of August but rose again during the second week. More salmon and sea trout moved into 
the river on this water. Angling improved with salmon and sea trout being grassed on
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most stretches of the river. From the middle of August until the end of September the river 
was low and fishing was poor due to the low water. A few small sea trout were able to 
move into the river during this period until the level dropped too low but salmon were 
moving in and out on the tide unable to enter the river.
The river was still low at the beginning of October and continued low until the end 
of the month. While there was a little fresh water in the river it was not sufficient to im­
prove general conditions but it did enable a few sea trout to move into the lower reaches.
Conditions did improve significantly on the 30th October when the river rose 
high enough to allow fish to move upstream. This fresh water however came too late to 
improve the fishing, the season finishing on the 31st October. The river was running above 
normal level during most of November. During the month very large runs of salmon and 
sea trout moved into the river and these fish were able to move upstream unhindered on to 
the spawning grounds in the upper reaches.
Levels continued to remain good during the first three weeks of December and fish 
were seen spawning and by the middle to the month this was well underway. The numbers 
of fish coming into the river quickly fell at the beginning of December but a very few late 
fish trickled in. During the last ten days of December the level of the river dropped to 
normal and by the end of the month spawning was virtually finished and kelts were 
moving into and down the main river.
(d) River Derwent District 
Angling Season:
Salmon : 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout : 3rd April to 31st October
This year’s total of 280 salmon caught by rod and line is a very marked reduction on 
last year’s total of 748 and in fact is the lowest total recorded over the last twenty years. 
While the total of fish caught in the months, of April, May, June and July this year were 
higher than the total for these same months in 1971; the numbers of fish caught in 
August, September and October are very much below average. This was no doubt 
due to the low water levels which prevailed throughout the last three months of the season.
There was a similar decrease in the number of fish caught by the nets and fixed en­
gines. This again is due to low water conditions which prevented the movement of fish 
into the river.
The average weight of the fish taken by rod and line was 9.09 lbs. and was the 
highest recorded since 1961. This is no doubt due to the lower proportion of grilse in the 
season’s total.
Although the Derwent was running above normal level for periods during January 
and for most of February, no fresh run fish were seen moving into the river until the. first 
week of March when a small run of salmon was seen. Two small runs of fish moved into the 
lower part of the river during the remainder of March.
Rivers during the first week of the season were high and there were reports of two 
salmon grassed on the middle reaches. Rivers remained on the high side until mid April 
when they dropped to nearly normal. Fishing was very slow, only one or two fish being 
reported taken. River levels remained on the low side for the second half of April, fishing 
was restricted to odd fish being grassed though a few fish were moving into the lower reaches.
During the first ten days or so of May rivers were running at or slightly above normal 
level, and there were reports of one or two salmon being taken. Rivers rose in the middle of 
the month but this did not bring any fresh fish into the river and fishing remained slow. 
During the next week rivers dropped to below normal level but then rose towards the end 
of the month, and remained high until the beginning of June. This fresh water moved 
some salmon and sea trout into the lower reaches of the river but there was little reported 
in the way of fish caught. During the next week six salmon were however taken from the 
River Greta. Several of these fish were reported to have had sea lice on them.
During the second week of June levels fell to slightly below normal but salmon 
fishing improved on the Derwent. Salmon were1 also caught on the Cocker, and from
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Bassenthwaite Lake and Derwentwater. Sea trout fishing had also started to pick up on 
the lower Derwent.
River levels rose during the third week of June and more salmon and sea trout 
moved into the lower Derwent. Salmon fishing appeared to be poor with very few fish 
reported caught. A few sea trout were reported taken on the lower Derwent. Levels rose 
again during the last week of June, but this did little to improve angling and few fish were 
reported to have entered the river though a small number of salmon and sea trout were 
reported in the bottom reaches of the Marron.
During the first week of July the rivers were high, fishing was reported to be slow 
with just a few salmon and sea trout taken on the Derwent. Rivers continued to run fresh 
during the second week of July. Good numbers of salmon and sea trout came into the river 
but fishing remained poor although the Marron, Cocker and Derwent were holding fish. 
In the second week of July the rivers dropped but still remained above normal level. Sea 
trout and salmon continued to move into the Derwent, angling however still remained 
slow. From the middle of July river levels dropped and by the end of the month were well 
below normal level. Fish stopped moving in from the sea and were congregated in Working­
ton Dock. Angling was very slow and few fish were taken.
These conditions continued during the first few days of August, then rivers rose. 
This fresh water moved large numbers of fish into the Derwent and small numbers of fish 
into the Marron and Cocker. With fresh water and fresh fish coming in angling picked up 
appreciably. Rivers remained at a good height until the middle of August. During this 
period fishing was good on the upper reaches of the Derwent and on the Greta. Fishing on 
the lower and middle reaches of the Derwent was rather poor; this was in some ■part due to 
the outbreak of furunculosis which affected salmon and sea trout in these stretches.
From the middle of August the river levels fell steadily, fishing dropped off and was 
at a standstill apart from the odd fish from the lower reaches of the Derwent.
River levels were very low at the beginning of September and these conditions con­
tinued during September and virtually the whole of October. Some rain did add a few 
inches of fresh water to the Derwent during this period but it was not enough to enable 
fish to move upstream or to improve angling.
While salmon fishing on the river was extremely poor, fishing on Bassenthwaite Lake 
produced more salmon than usual. No doubt this was because fish were unable to move 
out of the Lake.
Sea trout fishing on the Derwent except below Yearl Weir was also poor. Below the 
weir night fishing produced some good catches of sea trout which had mangged to move 
into the lower- reaches despite the low water.
Conditions finally improved on the 30th October when river levels rose considerably. 
This fresh water brought sudden improvement in the fishing and some twenty salmon 
were reported taken from the Derwent in the last two days of the season. The water also 
started fish moving upstream in the main river and into the Cocker and the Marron.
The rivers continued to run at a good height during the first week of November. 
Some large runs of salmon and sea trout moved into the lower Derwent and a lot of these 
fish moved into the Marron. Rivers then rose to flood level and remained high until the 
end of November. With plenty of fresh water fish were able to move freely, and by the 
middle of the month were moving into the spawning grounds and in fact some of the 
earlier fish started to spawn. By the end of the month the upper Derwent area and the 
Marron and Cocker were holding good stocks of fish and spawning was well underway. At 
the end of November late runs of fish moved into the Derwent and quickly moved up­
stream.
River levels continued to remain well above normal level during the first three weeks 
of December. By the middle of the month spawning was pretty well finished and kelts were 
able to drop back into the main river. During the last week of December rivers fell and by 
the end of the month were down to normal winter level.
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(e) South West Cumberland District 
Angling Season:
Salmon 1st April to 31st October 
Sea Trout 3rd April to 31 st October
Although there were periods during March and April when rivers were high migrat­
ory fish did not start entering the rivers in South West Cumberland until the first week of 
May when sea trout moved into the lower reaches of the Ehen, Calder and Irt.
While angling conditions were fair, few of these  fish were caught. Rivers remained 
above normal level well into the second week of the month, and sea trout moved into all 
the rivers, and the first salmon came into the River Irt. During the third week of May levels 
dropped but small numbers of salmon continued to move into the Esk and Irt. Levels rose 
during the last week of the month and this again brought a few salmon and sea trout 
into the Irt. Angling was slow and only the odd sea trout and salmon were reported 
taken from the Irt and Esk and the odd sea trout from the lower reaches of the Ehen and 
Calder.
Rivers were running above normal level during the first week of June. At this time 
fish were seenmoving in the estuaries, and a run moved into the River Irt, but not into the 
other rivers in any numbers. One or two salmon were grassed on the Irt during the week. 
In the second week levels fell but a few sea trout moved into most rivers.
During most of the second half of June rivers were running fresh and fish started 
moving into all the rivers in larger numbers. With fresh water in the rivers angling im­
proved and salmon and sea trout were taken from the four main rivers, the Irt producing 
most fish.
Rivers had dropped to normal by the beginning of July but rose again during the 
first week and this brought more fish into the rivers. With rivers high, fishing tended to be 
poor but odd salmon and sea trout were grassed.
During the next week rivers dropped and were observed to be holding good numbers 
of sea trout and a fair number of salmon; the Irt and Ehen having most fish. Over the next 
fortnight river levels fell and by the end of July were well below normal level. Fishing, 
which at the start of this period had been fair, dropped away due to low water. At the end 
of the month good numbers of migratory fish were observed moving in the estuaries but 
only smallsea trout and herling were able to get into the rivers. Low water conditions 
prevailed until the middle of the second week of August. During this time fishing was 
restricted to the late evening and night fishing. The lower reaches of the Ehen and the 
Art produced some good catches of sea trout, a few sea trout were still managing to get into) 
the rivers in spite of the low water.
Rivers then rose for a short time but quickly fell. This rise in water brought large 
numbers of salmon and sea trout into all the rivers in the area. The fresh water also im­
proved fishing and good catches were reported from the Ehen, Irt and Esk.
There was another rise of water during the third week of August and rivers remained 
fresh for several days. With more water in the rivers and fish running in, fishing was very 
good. Ten salmon were reported taken from the Ehen, four from the Calder (one of these 
being 28 lb.) and 25 salmon and 34 sea trout from the Irt, most of the Irt fish being taken 
between Crag House Pool and Holmrook. Once levels started to drop fishing fell off 
sharply.
By the end of the third week o f August rivers were down to below normal level and 
continued to fall until the end of the month. At the end of August large numbers of fish 
were observed congregated in the estuaries waiting for fresh water.
Low water conditions continued throughout September and most of October. 
Salmon fishing on the rivers was very slow indeed and on some rivers was at an absolute 
standstill. The few salmon that were caught were taken mostly from the Irt. Sea trout 
fishing did, however, produce some good sport on the lower reaches of the Ehen, Irt and 
Esk for anglers fishing during the late evening or at night.
Conditions finally improved at the end of October when rivers rose on the 30th.
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This fresh water came too late to improve angling but it nevertheless allowed fish to enter 
the rivers. For several days at the beginning of November large numbers of salmon and sea 
trout which had been congregated in the estuaries for a considerable time moved into all 
the rivers in the area.
River levels continued to rise during the first week of November and by the end of 
the week were at flood height. More fish were seen moving into the rivers and making 
their way upstream.
Higher than average flows continued throughout the remainder of November. Sea 
trout quickly moved onto the spawning grounds and spawning was completed by the end 
of November. Salmon moved well upstream but in the main remained in the main river 
until the end of the month when they then moved on to the spawning areas.
Rivers in the area were running well above normal level for the first three weeks of 
December and during this period salmon were spawning in large numbers. By the end of 
December most had spawned and kelts were dropping back to the main river. The last 
week of December saw rivers dropping and by the end of the month they were down to 
normal level.
Normal levels continued during January until the 21st and 22nd when they then 
rose to flood height due to rain and melting snow. While the rivers were low during the first 
half of the month large numbers of hen kelts were seen in the rivers but when the rivers 
cleared after the floods most of the kelts were found to have dropped out of the rivers.
Returns of salmon caught in different rivers in South West Cumberland.
1972 1971 1970
As can be seen from the above table catches of salmon by rod and line this year 
showed an appreciable drop from the totals for last year. As in other areas this is almost 
certainly due to the low water conditions that prevailed during September and October 
and restricted salmon fishing and the movement of salmon into the rivers.
(f) Spawning of Migratory Fish
From observations carried out during and immediately following spawning it 
appears that the number of migratory fish that spawned this year was comparable with the 
numbers seen last year.
However, floods on the River Eden and Border Esk systems prevented an accurate 
redd count being made. In other rivers, such as the Derwent and those in South West 
Curtiberland, a redd count was made and this yielded figures similar to those obtained last 
year.
In West and South West Cumberland spawning was later than usual, because of low 
water conditions in October which delayed the fish moving up to the spawning areas.
2. BROWN TROUT
Brown trout fishing generally was good this year though low water conditions 
hampered fishing during the day. The River Eden and the upper reaches of the Derwent 
provided some very good catches of excellent brown trout. The Lakes also .fished well 
during the latter part of the season when rivers were low and provided sport to many 
anglers.
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3. FRESHWATER FISH
There is no licence for freshwater fish. During the year an increasing number of 
anglers have come into the Authority’s area to coarse fish. This is particularly true of the 
Lakes which hold good stocks of perch and pike. Also this year many anglers have 
been visiting the River Eden for the chub and dace fishing and several large competitions 
were held on this river. The lower reaches of the Border Esk and Lyne are now also being 
fished by greater numbers of anglers than in previous years. On these two rivers chub and 
dace provide some excellent fishing.
4. FISH DISEASE
Ulcerative Dermal Necrosis (U.D.N.) has been affecting "fish in all the rivers in the 
Authority’s area again this year. While the disease is still present, fish this year have had 
more resistance to the disease and the vast majority of migratory fish were spawning before 
the disease affected them to any great extent.
An outbreak of furunculosis occured amongst salmon and sea trout in the River 
Derwent during the latter half of the summer. Fortunately the number of'fish affected 
was small and the outbreak soon died out.
5. FISH HATCHERY
(i) Salmon
One hundred and seven hen salmon and 80 cock fish were obtained from the River 
Eamont and the River Lowther. The average weight of these fish was just under 11 lb. and 
these gave an estimated total of 690,000 ova. In addition 20,000 ova were obtained from 
fish caught in St. John’s Beck, River Derwent, and 45,000 from fish caught in the River 
Ellen. In both these cases fish were stripped on the river bank and the fertilised ova taken 
to the hatchery for incubation.
In addition to the ova obtained from fish from the rivers 130,000 ova were obtained 
from Scottish hatcheries on behalf of the Eden and District Fisheries Association and a 
further 40.000 were obtained from the Wye River Authority.
(ii) Sea Trout
A total of 550 sea trout were caught in the Border Esk system, of these 522 fish, 272 
hens _and^250 cocks were stripped. The average weight of the hen fish was I Vi lb. and they 
yielded an estimated 170,000 ova. In addition 20,000 ova were obtained from the 
River Ellen, these fish were stripped on the bank.
During the time fish were being held at the hatchery prior to stripping disease was 
more troublesome this year than last year. However, treatment with Malachite Green held 
the disease in check and losses were down to a minimum.
Several problems with silting in the hatchery were encountered during the time ova 
were incubating and again at the time when many of the salmon ova were hatching. This 
unfortunately led to rather higher mortalities than usual.
In addition to the work carried out at the Authority’s hatchery help was given to 
the Keswick, Cockermouth and Egremont Angling Associations who operate their own 
hatcheries. The Fisheries Department Staff helped in the catching of fish, the electric fish­
ing of streams prior to stocking and in the distribution of fry.
The following is a summary of the planting of fry undertaken or intended from the 
hatchery since 1960.
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Hilton Beck 
Murton Beck 
High Cup Gill 
Helm Beck 
Loo Gill
River Esk (Border) District
River Esk and Tributaries 
River Liddel and Tributaries 
Muir Burn 
River Lyne and Tributaries 
River Ellen District
River Ellen and Tributaries 
Snittlegarth Beck 
Ruthwaite Beck 
River Derwent District
River Derwent and Tributaries 
Whitbeck 
River Cocker and Tributaries . 
River Marron and tributaries .
South West Cumberland District 
River Irt and Tributaries 
River Ehen and Tributaries 
Black Beck 
River Calder and Tributaries 
River Esk and Tributaries 
River Annas and Tributaries 
River Mite and Tributaries 
Hatchery for feeding 
Sunnygill Mill Race for Smolts 
Harrington Reservoir for Smolts
SEA TROUT
River Esk (Border) District
River Esk and Tributaries 
Carewoodrigg Burn 
Wauchope Water 
Logan Burn 
River Liddel and Tributaries 
Hermitage Water 
River Lyne and Tributaries
River Eden District
River Eden and Tributaries 
River Wampool 
River Waver
River Ellen District
River Ellen and Tributaries 
Ruthwaite Beck
River Derwent District
River Derwent and Tributaries 
River Cocker and Tributaries .. 
River Marron and Tributaries
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South West Cumberland District
River Ehen and Tributaries ................................ ......................... 96.5
River Calder and Tributaries...............................  154.5
River Irt and Tributaries ................................ ......................... 20
River Annas and Tributaries........................................................ 40
River Mite and Tributaries ................................ ......................... 15
River Esk and Tributaries ................................ ......................... 25
Hatchery for feeding ................................ ......................... 30
During the year it was decided that hatchery facilities should be expanded and the 
question arose whether to carry this out at the present site at Holmwrangle or at a new site. 
A number of alternative sites were investigated but after discussion it was decided to carry 
out the work at Holmwrangle. Plans were prepared to allow for the construction of fry 
feeding tanks and for three circular concrete ponds together with the replacement of 
existing pipework at the hatchery.
In order to augment the water supply, at present obtained from a stream and to do 
away with the problems associated with silting, a borehole has been sunk and water will 
be obtained, when needed, from underground sources. It was also decided to build a 
bungalow on the site for the hatchery manager.
A start was made on the actual construction work towards the end of the year and 
the works are expected to be completed by the end of the coming September.
6. FISHERIES PROTECTION
The following full time staff were employed during the year:- 
Fishery Officer 
Deputy Fishery Officer 
Biologist
Assistant Biologist
2 Inspectors
2 Head Bailiffs 
12 Water Bailiffs
3 Student water bailiffs (part time)
During conditions of low water poaching on some rivers continued to give the 
bailiffs a great amount of extra work. The Authority wishes to record its appreciation of 
the services given by the Chief Constable and Officers of the Cumbria Constabulary and by 
the Honorary Bailiffs.
The number of offenders dealt with during the year was:-
7. LICENCE DUTIES.
Due to the forth coming re-organisation of River Authorities into the new Regional 
Water Authorities it has been decided that discussion should be held with the neighbouring 
Authorities, Lancashire and Mersey and Weaver, regarding licence fees for fishing with rod 
and line for coarse fish, rather than for this Authority to introduce its own licence at the 
present time.
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II. ESTIMATED NUMBER AND GROSS WEIGHT OF SALMON CAUGHT DURING 
THE SEASON
(a) With Nets and Fixed Engines
(b) With Rod and Line 
Total number of salmon licences issued
Number of returns received ............
Returns showing fish taken ............
‘Nil’ Returns ...............................
III. LICENCES ISSUED
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Public Waters within the Authority’s jurisdiction
Drift and Hang Net ............ 4 35.00
S=Season S.J.=Season Juvenile 7D=Seven Day !D=OneDay
IV. APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF MEN ENGAGED IN COMMERCIAL SALMON 
AND TROUT FISHING
V. NUMBER OF PROSECUTIONS INSTITUTED DURING THE FINANCIAL YEAR 
WITH NATURE OF OFFENCE AND RESULT OF ACTION
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VI. ASSESSED FISHERIES
(a) Total Annual Value £611.50
(b) Rate in the £ imposed Nil
VII. FISHERIES RESEARCH
(a) River Ellen Fisheries Survey
This investigation into the trout fishery on the Ellen was undertaken in summer 
1972 using seven representative 100 m. long sampling stations in the stretches fished by 
the Aspatria Angling Club and the River Ellen Angling Association. At each station fish 
numbers were estimated by electric fishing using a two catch method. The bottom fauna 
at each station was investigated to assess the pollution status of the river at that point, and 
to indicate the potential fish food material. Data was also available on water chemistry and 
on previous more limited biological surveys.
The results showed clearly the effects of organic pollution on the Ellen below Ellen 
Villa, particularly at Oughterside Mill, where the trout population had been virtually wiped 
out by depressed oxygen levels earlier in the summer. The supreme importance of the 
upper Ellen as a nursery area for the salmonids (sea trout, brown trout, salmon) was ap­
parent, though by age 1 + trout seem to be reasonably abundant and well distributed 
throughout the river. The takeable size of 8 inches is attained in the third year of growth 
and few brown trout in the Ellen reach 4+. Angling pressure on the stock was difficult to 
estimate in the absence of catch statistics and a cold branding experiment, marking trout 
with a liquid nitrogen cooled brand and releasing them, was expected to throw some light 
on this. Despite considerable local publicity there have been no returns.
(b) Nursery Stream Survey
The research programme into salmon fry growth and survival in the nursery streams, 
undertaken with assistance from the biology staff and pupils of six local schools, referred 
to in last year’s report is proving most successful in terms of results, conservation interest 
and education benefits generated. So much so, that the observations are being extended to 
cover four new streams with four further schools involved in the coming year.
The data to hand has been derived from measured trout clearance, controlled fry 
planting and followup surveys using double electric fishing methods to assess the parr and 
trout stock three times during the first year, for each of the six streams under study. In 
addition there is information on fry losses out of the stocked stretches through 
downstream migration through Wolf-type fry traps installed on four of the streams, and a 
detailed study of the bottom fauna ot the six streams which was undertaken during the 
summer by Mr. A. Gould, a student from Liverpool Polytechnic working in the 
Department.
The conclusions to be drawn from the observations, when completed, will, it is 
hoped, enable the most effective use to be made of the output of the hatchery, having 
regard particularly to the quantitative effect of stocking density, trout competition and 
stream productivity on the success of fed fry plantings.
(c) Pollution Biology
The appointment of an Assistant Biologist shared between Fisheries and Pollution 
Departments made possible a programme of routine biological monotoring of rivers using 
kick sampling methods for bottom fauna and expressing results in terms of the Trent 
Biotic Index. Ten rivers were monitored at fifty three sample sites, and additionally a 
number of specific discharges were biologically investigated.
(d) Specialised Methods
The Department now has facilities for fish toxicity tests for which the appropriate 
licence is held. A stock of rainbow trout was maintained in the tank room throughout 
the year for this purpose.
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While on the topic of non-routine facilities, available in the Department it should be 
mentioned that the attendance of the Biologist at a specialist course in Freshwater Bacter­
iology at the Freshwater Bilogical Association, Windermere has made the Department 
aware of the latest methods available for bacteriological pollution monitoring etc.
(e) Lake Surveys
Biological surveys were undertaken on two small waters, Littlewater Tarn, near 
Bampton and High Stand Plantation Flight Pond, Armathwaite to advise the owners on 
their development as fisheries! The advice has been accepted and relevant management 
procedures are in hand, including in the case of Littlewater, perch trapping and spawn 
removal.
(f) Scale Reading
Investigations into the composition of salmon runs in various rivers were continued. 
Unfortunately insufficient sets of scales were returned from the River Derwent to make 
an analysis of the results worthwhile and on the River Eden no scales were taken from the 
summer fish due to pressure of other work within the Department. Scales were however 
returned from rod caught fish on the River Eden and the following is a short account of the 
obtained.
River Eden. The majority of scales returned by anglers were from spring run fish 
and as a result of this it was only possible to study the composition of the spring run in 
any detail.
This year the spring run was composed of 33.1% small spring fish and 66.9% large 
spring fish compared with 34.8% and 65.2% respectively for last year. The average weight 
of small spring fish was 9.42 lb. (8.37 lb. in 1971) andfor large spring fish 15.58 lb. (15.56 
lb. for 1971).
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Appendix 1 
RETURNS OF SALMON CAUGHT
(a) River Eden District
(i) Rod and Line SALMON
(a) River Eden District
SALMON
(ii) Nets and Fixed Engines (Exclusive of Haaf Nets up to and including 1955)
Returns of Salmon Caught — Continued
Returns of Salmon Caught — Continued
(b) River Esk (Border) District (to Scottish Border only)
(i) Rod and Line SALMON
Returns of Salmon Caught — Continued
(b) River Esk (Border) District (to Scottish Border only)
(ii) Nets and Fixed Engines SALMON
(c) River Derwent District
(i) Rod and Line SALMON
Returns of Salmon Caught —- Continued
(d) South West Cumberland District
(i) Rod and Line SALMON
Returns of Salmon Caught—Continued
Diagram Showing: —
Running five year average of combined Salmon catches for each district.
A. River Eden District (Rods, nets and fixed engines).
B. River Derwent District (Rods, nets and fixed engines).
C. South West Cumberland (Rods and fixed engines).
D. Border Esk (Rods only).
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PART VI.
(1) The generally satisfactory appearance and quality of the rivers in the area was 
maintained during the year. Significant improvements in water quality in two rivers can 
be reported as foliows:-
The River Leith downstream of Shap is no longer in a polluted condition following 
the cessation of a discharge of trade, effluent from a stone preparation plant.
The River Ellen between Aspatria and Maryport has shown a great improvement 
following upon the commissioning of a new plant for the treatment of cheese creamery 
wastes which previously discharged to a severely overloaded sewage works.
(2) Routine sampling of the major river systems has continued at approximately 
three monthly intervals, but the number of sampling stations has again been increased and 
some 97 fixed points are now sampled compared with 45 in tne previous year. The loc­
ation o f sampling stations together with maximum, minimum and mean results are shown 
in the Appendix pages 59 to 69.
SECTION 2. STANDARDS APPLIED TO EFFLUENTS
The following chemical standards are used by the Authority in assessing the quality 
of effluents discharged to non-tidal waters, but it is emphasised that variations may be 
introduced in the light of local circumstances including cases where dilution is shown to 
be critical.
1. Sewage Effluents
(a) Works providing full primary and secondary treatment.
(i) Solids in suspension, dried at 105°C, shall not exceed 30 parts per million 
(milligrams per litre).
(ii) Biochemical oxygen demand, 5 days at 20°C shall not exceed 20 parts per 
million (milligrams per litre).
(b) Storm water tanks at sewage works.
Solids in suspension, dried at 105°C, shall not exceed 100 parts per million 
(milligrams per litre).
Additionally it is usual to require that a specific volume of sewage (often 
expressed as a multiple of the dry weather flow) shall pass for full treatment 
prior to any discharge being made.
(c) Septic tank and filter installations.
(i) Solids in suspension, dried at 105°C, shall not exceed 60 parts per million (mil­
ligrams per litre).
(ii) Biochemical oxygen demand, 5 days at 20° C, shall not exceed 40 parts per 
million (milligrams per litre).
2. Trade Effluents
Effluent quality is assessed in the light of local circumstances and in consideration of 
the manufacturing process involved. It is usual to limit some or all of the following: - 
pH value (usually within the 5 to 9 range) temperature, solids in suspension, per­
manganate value (4 hours), biochemical oxygen demand and toxic substances. Where 
appropriate it is also required that oil or grease shall not be present.
SECTION 3. SAMPLES AND ANALYSES OF EFFLUENTS
The following table gives particulars of the numbers of effluent samples analysed 
and the classification given in accordance with the standards quoted in Section 2 to­
gether with comparative numbers for the previous two years.
PREVENTION OF POLLUTION
SECTION 1. QUALITY OF WATER
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The samples not classified include those taken at intermediate stages of treatment 
in order to provide information in connection with treatment efficiency and also those 
analysed on behalf of local authorities.
In addition 1,829 samples , of river waters were analysed together with 80 samples 
of a miscellaneous nature giving a total of 3,178 during the year compared with 1,953 
and 1,000 in 1971-72 and 1970-71 respectively.
SECTION 4. SEWAGE AND TRADE EFFLUENTS
Volume 2 of the “Report of a River Pollution Survey of England and Wales 1970” 
was published during the year by the Department of the Environment. This Volume of 
Ihe Report gives information concerning discharges of sewage and industrial effluents, 
estimates of costs of remedial works and forecasts of the possibilities of river improve­
ment.
On a national basis it is shown that liquid wastes from 88.5% of the population of 
England and Wales in 1970 discharged to inland waters. Approximately 4,000 million 
gallons per day of sewage and trade effluent was discharged to rivers and canals together 
with industrial cooling water of some 15,000 million gallons per day. Altogether, all the 
discharges in a year would fill Lake Windermere 100 times.
About 37% of the discharges of sewage effluent were considered to be unsatisfactory 
amounting to some 60% of the volume of sewage effluent discharges. In addition more 
than 2,000 storm sewage overflows were recorded as requiring remedial works.
The expenditure required to bring all discharges of sewage and industrial effluent 
up to the standards that river authorities expect to impose by 1980 would be about 
£610 million (at constant 1970 prices). By far the largest portion, £570 million, relates to 
the required improvement of sewage discharges and of this sum it is estimated that 
some £410 million was shown to be required immediately. To some extent this illustrates 
the considerable back-log of remedial works required.
Expenditure of the above order would be expected by 1980 to cut the mileage of 
grossly polluted non-tidal river by 80%, upgrading 753 miles and leaving only 199 miles 
in. Class 4. Over 80% of the length of non-tidal rivers would then be pollution free 
(Class I), 15.3% mildly polluted (Class 2), 2.8% badly polluted (Class 3) and 0.9% grossly 
polluted (Class 4). For tidal rivers the 1980 situation would be 55.8% in Class 1, 28.4% in 
Class 2, 12.5% in Class 3 and 3.3% in Class 4.
. The following extracts are relevant to the Cumberland River Authority area:-
(a) Sewage Effluents
“The Cumberland River .Authority area is bordered on the south by the Cumbrian 
mountains, on the east by the Pennines, on the north by the Solway Firth and the 
Scottish border, and by the Irish sea on the west. It covers virtually all of 
Cumberland, the northern part of Westmorland and small fringe areas ip the county
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of Northumberland. Much of the area is mountainous with farming in the valleys, 
and population densities are generally low except in and around the main towns 
such as Carlisle and the industrial centres of Workington and Whitehaven.
The survey records 94 discharges of sewage effluent in this area mostly to non- 
tidal waters, with only 18 (19 per cent) regarded as satisfactory, the lowest proport­
ion in the entire survey. Many of these discharges are from treatment works where 
maintenance is not considered to be up to standard. The unsatisfactory discharges 
occur mainly in the basins of the Derwent where there are 21, the Eden where there 
are 31 and the Ellen where there are 10. Some 80 per cent of the population is 
served by unsatisfactory treatment works and these works discharge about 70 per 
cent of the effluent. All but one of the discharges are required to comply with the 
Royal Commission standard.
The River Eden receives more than half of all the effluent, nearly 6.4 m.g.d. and 
6.3 m.g.d. of this is unsatisfactory. Other rivers receiving substantial quantities of 
effluent are the Derwent which receives about 2.1 m.g.d. (about 0.5 m.g.d. unsatis­
factory) and the Keekle which receives about 1.3 m.g.d., mostly unsatisfactory.
There are only 3 sewage effluent discharges exceeding 1 m.g.d. and one of these 
discharges is about 5 m.g.d. One is unsatisfactory and accounts not only for a high 
proportion of all the unsatisfactory effluent but also for almost all of the unsatis­
factory effluent discharged to the River Eden. The survey shows that there are 
only 4 works where the population exceeds 5,000 and three-quarters of all the treat­
ment works serve populations under 1,000.
Few changes are envisaged for the period up to 1980. The forecast is that only one 
works is likely to close down so that 93 will remain and they will serve a little 
over 210,000 people and discharge just over 13 m.g.d. An improved standard will be 
sought at one works affecting a 1980 population of nearly 6,000 and a dry weather 
flow of about 0.25 m.g.d.
Because of the very large numbers of small treatment works, the remedial measures 
will be spread in relatively small schemes throughout the area. Some remedial 
works are already in hand” .
Details of sewage treatment works and discharges of sewage effluent.
Description Rivers
Non-tidal Tidal All rivers
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(b) Crude Sewage
“There are 4 discharges of crude sewage recorded in the area, 3 to the Southern 
Esk and I to the Ehen. All 4 discharges are to tidal waters, no pre-treatment is prov­
ided and all are classed as unsatisfactory. The total population from which crude 
sewage is discharged is about 4,000 and the flow is about 1.5 m.g.d., mostly to the 
Ehen from the UKAEA establishment at Sellafield. Only one local authority dis­
charges crude sewage and the amount is small”.
(c) Storm Sewage
“There are 20 unsatisfactory storm overflows in the area, all discharging to non-tidal 
waters of nine rivers, prominent being the Eden with 6 unsatisfactory discharges 
and the Caldew with 3. Carlisle accounts-for 8 of the discharges and Cockermouth 
and Appleby 3 each.
Some re-sewering is indicated as being necessary, but the comments of the river 
authority suggested that several overflows could be improved by screening and the 
re-setting of the weirs, which indicates that some of the improvements could be 
achieved at moderate cost”.
(d) Industrial Effluent
“Numbers and volumes of discharges of industrial effluent (excluding mine water 
discharges, codes 52 to 55 inclusive).
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4 Total industrial effluent
excluding solely cooling water
Volume x 1,000gpd 2,282 720 3.002
% Satisfactory 50 0 38
5. Process water (part of total 
effluent 4-6)
Volume x 1,00.0gpd 2,282 720 3,002
6. Cooling water (part of total 
effluent)
Volume x 1,000gpd 0 0 0
7. Solely Cooling Water
Volume x 1,000gpd 81,657 0 81,657
% Satisfactory 100 — 100
8. Total Cooling Water (6 + 7)
Volume x 1,000gpd 81,657 0 81,657
9. Process water and cooling 
wjjter (5 + 8)
Total volume x 1,000gpd 83,939 720 84,659
Of the 30 discharges and neatly 85 m.g.d. of effluent, 14 discharges and almost 
83 m.g.d. are classed as satisfactory, excluding mine waters.
Electricity generation accounts for the largest volume with about 78 m.g.d, equal 
to 92 per cent of the total. The only other discharges of significance are those from 
food processing and manufacture (4 m.g.d.) and chemical and allied industries 
(2 m.g.d.).
There is over 2 m.g.d. of mine water discharged from active mines other than coal 
mines to non-tidal waters in the area.
In the case of about 751,000 g.p.d. of industrial effluent requiring temedial action, 
the river authority have suggested that this might take the form of diverting to 
public sewers for treatment at a sewage treatment works” .
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(e) Estimates of Costs
ESTIMATES OF COSTS OF REMEDIAL WORKS IN £ MILLIONS
The expenditure forecast for this area is relatively low at about £2.5 million with the sum to be spent on sewage 
effluent discharges accounting for about 80 per cent of the total. Small expenditure is forecast for discharges of 
crude sewage and industrial wastes.
Most of the expenditure on sewage effluent discharges is spread in small amounts over many rivers but the remedial 
works on discharges to the River Eden are likely to cost some £0.8 million. The bulk of the expenditure is required 
immediately. The small expenditure shown to be needed on crude sewage discharges relates to discharges to the 
Southern Esk and the Ehen and it is all required immediately.
Estimates of costs for improving industrial discharges are relatively low and 
principally relate to chemical works and, to a lesser extent, to the engineering and 
textile industries.
The costs of remedial works on direct discharges to the Solway Firth are not in­
cluded” .
(f) Forecasts of improvement
“The survey shows that 62 miles of river in the area are likely to be upgraded as a 
result of the remedial measures. The net result should be that all rivers will be either 
Class 1 or Class 2 with over 97 per cent of the total of 1,223 miles in Class 1.
The Keekle which is heavily polluted over its entire length should improve from 
Class 3 to Class 2 and the River Ellen should have all its Class 3 waters upgraded in 
the same way. In the Waver about 5 miles of Class 4 should be improved to Class 
2 and in the Leith, some 9 miles of Class 3 are likely to be upgraded to Class 1. 
Improvements on shorter lengths are expected in 15 or so other rivers and streams.
Future suitability for additional public water supply.
No additional lengths of river become available for further public water supply 
as a result of the remedial measures in this area.
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Comparison of mileages by chemical classification following remedial works on discharges at present unsatisfactory
Fifty applications for consent for new outlets and new discharges under Section 7 
of the Rivers (Prevention of Pollution) Act 1951, were received and have been dealt with 
as follows: -
Consent granted 
Consent refused 
Withdrawn 
Awaiting 
determination
SECTION 5. REMEDIAL ACTION
The following list gives brief particulars of the position at the end of the review 
period on the more important schemes of sewerage and sewage treatment in the Authority’s 
area:-
Appleby Borough Council:
Appleby
Border Rural District Council:
Burgh-by-Sands
Carleton 
Low Row
Carlisle County Borough Council:
Willowholme 
Petteril Valley
Cockermouth Rural District Council:
Little Clifton
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TABLE 2. DISCHARGES INTO TIDAL WATERS REQUIRING CONSENT 
UNDER SECTION 7 OF THE 1951 ACT AS EXTENDED BY 
SECTION 1 OF THE 1960 ACT.
One consent was refused during the year.
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TABLE 3. REVIEW OF CONDITIONS OF CONSENT UNDER SECTION 5 
OF THE 1961 ACT.
No consents have been varied during the year.
TABLE 4. DISCHARGES TO UNDERGROUND STRATA REQUIRING 
CONSENT UNDER SECTION 72 OF THE 1963 ACT.
One consent was issued during the year.
SECTION 7. RESEARCH.
A comparative study has been undertaken of the various methods available for the 
determination of sulphides and their suitability for the analysis of effluents peculiar to 
this Authority.
Two selective ion electrodes were obtained during the year, one to measure the 
activity of nitrate ions and the other the activity of cyanide ions.
Both electrodes have been given several trials and the nitrate electrode has been 
shown to give reasonably comparable results, for sewage effluents, to those obtained by 
the standard Devarda’s Alloy procedure. Results obtained for river waters-were more 
variable depending on the quality of water.
Various techniques have also been utilised for concentrating metals prior to their 
determination by Atomic Absorption spectrophotometry, including ion exchange methods, 
the use of chelating agents and straight forward concentration by evaporation.
Mercury determinations by a flameless technique have been investigated and the 
method has shown good results at nanogram levels of concenttation.
The ingestion of copper and chromium by shrimps, neries and molluscs resident in 
the Solway Firth was investigated at a point where this type of contamination might 
occur and the results compared with those obtained from control species where contam­
ination was highly unlikely.
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RESULTS OF CHEMICAL ANALYSIS OF RIVER WATERS -  APRIL, 1972 to  MARCH 1973
Chemical Results in mg/1










PART VII
OTHER GENERAL  INFORMATION
SECTION 1 -  RECREATIONAL FACILITIES
The rivers and lakes within the area provide a means for all forms of water-based 
recreation to be enjoyed by thousands of people from all over the country. Pressures on 
this water space continue to increase. The Authority does not own or manage any reservoir 
or lake and has not provided any recreational facilities on inland waters
SECTION 2 -  REORGANISATION OF WATER SERVICES
Following publication of Circular 92/71, in December, 1971 the Authority made 
representations to the Department of the Environment that the area proposed for Regional 
Water Authority No. 1 (North West Water Authority) was too large and suggested a smaller 
area as nearly as possible coterminous with the new County of Cumbria plus the catchment 
area of the River Lune.
As the Water Bill contained provision for a North West Water Authority to cover 
the same area as that proposed in Circular 92/71 the Authority re-affirmed its previous 
decision and endeavoured to obtain an amendment to the Bill to provide for a Lakes and 
Lune Water Authority. The following reasons, in particular, were put forward in support 
of this view:-
(i) The area of the proposed North West Water Authority was so large that despite 
having a membership of 27 the Authority would be remote from the public which 
it served.
(ii) Whilst the Government had conceded that local authority members shoUld have a 
bare majority on the Water Authority, the proposals would give the Merseyside 
and Greater Manchester Metropolitan County Councils and the District Councils 
in those areas 8  out of 14 local authority members. Of the remaining 6  members 
only 2 would be appointed from the area of the new County'of Cumbria.
(iii) The character of the area of the proposed North West Water Authority, being 
largely rural in the northern half and heavily industrialised over a large part o f  
the remainder, was such that there were potentially conflicting interests between 
the major water-consuming areas and the major water source areas. The local 
authority representation from the former would always be in a position to over­
rule representation from the latter.
(iv) Cumbria was the major water source area within the Region and already provided 
large quantities of water to Manchester and surrounding areas from Lake District 
sources. A large part of Cumbria was within the Lake District National Park, 
which was a very vulnerable and sensitive area in terms of water source develop­
ment. The Cumberland River Authority, the local authorities and amenity and 
preservation societies held extremely strong views about the importance oflocal 
influence on the development of its water for all purposes.
(v) In May 1972 the Secretary of State for the Environment (The Rt. Hon. Peter 
Walker) in a letter to the Authority’s Chairman said “ . . . I would certainly re­
gard it as a matter of great importance that the North West Water Authority 
should be so constituted that it can take account of the special interests of the 
Lake District. I shall bear your Authority’s views in mind when we come to reach 
decisions on this aspect of reorganisation”.
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The amendment was not accepted by the Government but an assurance was given 
during the debate in Committee that the Secretary of State would pay special regard to 
the situation of the lakes within the whole area when he made his appointments.
The Authority also endeavoured to obtain an amendment to include in the area of 
the Water Authority that part of Hydrometric Area No. 77 which is in Scotland. This con­
tains the Scottish part of the catchment area of the River Esk, the remainder of which is in 
England and which will be within the area of the North West Water Authority. It was 
submitted that it was logical that the Authority which would be responsible for the Esk 
in England (and for fisheries in the Esk in Scotland) should also be responsible for water 
conservation and pollution prevention in the upper catchment in Scotland. It had, in fact, 
been stated in Circular 92/71 “In particular the Government takes the view that boundaries 
should be based on natural watersheds . . . ” and in the Explanatory Memorandum: “The 
Government agree with the C.A.W.C. that the boundaries of R.W.A.s must be determined 
by hydrological considerations and follow natural watersheds . . . ”. The northern boundary 
of the North West Water Authority is the boundary between England and Scotland which 
cuts across the catchment of the River Esk and Hydrometric Area No. 77.
When the proposed amendment was considered in House of Commons Committee 
it was stated on behalf of the Government that although there were strong hydrometric 
arguments for the amendment, the Bill covered England and Wales only and it was not 
within the competence of the Bill to deal with a matter that was outwith England and 
Wales.
(Note: Since that time an assurance has been obtained that the attention of the Scottish 
authorities would be drawn to the importance of consulting the Cumberland River 
Authority, or its successors, when the Scottish authorities have in mind to carry out 
schemes in the Esk catchment in Scotland. The Scottish Development Department wrote 
to the South-West of Scotland Water Board on 23rd July 1973).
Efforts were also made to obtain amendments to the Bill to increase the number of 
local authority members from Cumbria, or to obtain additional representation through the 
Lake District Planning Board, and to enable the Water Authority, as an inducement to the 
establishment of industry, to supply water at preferential rates to consumers in Special 
Development areas in West Cumberland. The amendments were not accepted.
The Authority places on record its thanks to those who assisted in these efforts.
Members of the Authority served on the North West River Authorities’ Regional 
Group, the Chairman of the Authority being the Chairman of the Group, on the Re­
organisation of Water and Sewage Services. Officers of the Authority served on the 
Steering Committee and the 10 Working Groups, which were set up under the 'Regional 
Group, and a very great deal of time and effort was expended in the preparation of Reports 
from which resulted the Report on Transitional Arrangements approved by the Regional 
Group in February, 1973.
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Revenue Accounts — Year Ended 31st March, 1973
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